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pizza

Hand mixer
Bermixer Pro

Bermixer stick blender is useful for
mixing and blending tomato sauce,
starting from peeled tomatoes.
Maximum cleanability: easy to
disassemble, without tools,
to guarantee food safety!
The knife is easy to remove without
tools and can be sharpened or replaced,
thereby keeping the appliance working
like new for longer.

Fully flexible: tubes
with different length
and optional whisk
available,
fitting all
motor bases

Planetary Mixers

Tabletop and floorstanding models

Dito Sama, your perfect partner for
food preparation offers a wide range of
dough kneaders and planetary mixers
specifically designed for heavy duty use,
like preparing pizza dough.
Planetary mixers are available from
5 to 80lt capacity, with reduction kits of
various sizes, for maximum flexibility.

Our planetary mixers comply
with the latest EU standards
regarding operator health
and safety.

Vegetable slicers

TRS variable speed

TRS is a versatile vegetable slicer, your
true time saver! It allows to cut large
quantities of food in a consistent way,
in short time.
All parts in contact with food are easy
to disassemble and dishwasher safe:
cutting chamber, stainless steel lever
and hopper.

No more hand washing: all
cutting discs and grids are in
stainless steel allowing fast,
safe and hygienic cleaning in
the dishwasher

Stainless steel discs

for vegetable slicer

Dito Sama Pizza disc set, with most
popular slicing disc for your pizza
vegetables (2mm and 4mm) and cheese
grating (7mm).
There is a wide range of discs and
grids for up to 80 different cuts, for a
personal touch of your pizza.

Discover more discs and grids
with our interactive cutting guide
online with pictures and videoclips.

See our range online at www.ditosama.com

PLANETARY MIXERS
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without notice. Images are for illustrative purposes only,
products may vary.
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Visit our
website to see
tutorial videos
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